MY2
MY2 is a water-based decorative finish: slightly sandy and a soft
perlescent effect. It is ready-to-use and needs only one coat.
Washable and with a high hiding power.
Solvent free, easy to apply and suitable both for the professional
applicator and the DIYer.
COLOR PALETTE
MY2 is available in the neutral essence and can be tinted with our
colorants.
Glitter effect: obtainable by adding Glitter Additive to the
products.
PREPARATION OF THE SURFACE
For a proper application, the surface has to be completely smooth,
dry, without dust or humidity stains.
In case of NEW SURFACES as traditional concrete, concrete-based
plasters, gypsum and plasterboard, only apply a coat of
Decoprimer.
In case of OLD SURFACES as civil plaster, tempera paint and
breathable paint in good conditions, it is necessary to brush the
surface before applying a coat of Decoprimer.
In case of OLD SURFACES presenting incoherent or powdery
conditions, or that are coated with wax or soap, it is also necessary
to sandpaper the surface before applying a coat of primer
Decoprimer.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS OF APPLICATION
During application the temperature should be included between +10
°C and +30 °C, while the relative humidity should be lower than 85%.
STORAGE
The product maintains its properties for a period of 24 months if
protected from excessive heat and cold.
Storage temperature should be included between +5 °C and +30 °C.
Protect from frost.
SAFETY GUIDELINES
Avoid contact with skin and eyes. If contact occurs, rinse thoroughly
with water.
Keep away from the reach of children.
For more information consult the safety data sheet.
DISPOSAL
The product must be disposed in agreement with current regulations.
Empty containers should be sent to recycling plants.
TECHNICAL DATA
Packaging

Dry to the touch
VOC

MY2: 1.25 l (0.33 US gal) – 2.5 l (0.66 US gal)
5 l (1.32 US gal) – 12.5 l (3.30 US gal)
Decoprimer: 2.5 l (0,66 US gal) - 5 l (1.32 US gal)
12.5 l (3.30 US gal)
Colorant Additives: 75 ml – 400 ml
MY2: 1.25 ± 0,05 kg/l
Decoprimer: 1.62 ± 0,05 kg/l
MY2: 7.5 ± 0,05
Decoprimer: 7.5 ± 0,05
MY2: 18 m2/ 2,5 l
194 ft2 / 0,66 US gal
Decoprimer: 20 m2/2,5 l
215 ft 2/ 0,66 US gal
Ready to use
MY2: Spalter brush
Decoprimer: Roller or brush
6-8 hours with 20°C room temperature
MY2: <5g/l

Dir. 2004/42/CE

Cat. A/l, limit value 2010: 200 g/l

In all above situations, the Decoprimer grants proper adhesion and
insulation.

Specific weight

APPLICATION CYCLE

pH

PRIMER

Coverage

Product: Decoprimer
Apply one coat by roller or brush.
Mix before use.
SINGLE COAT
Product: MY2
Once the Decoprimer is completely dry, apply one coat of MY2,
either pure or tinted. Use the spalter brush to apply MY2, with a
cross pattern on small areas. Redefine the surface with nearly-dry
brush.
Mix before use.

Dilution
Tools

Decoprimer: <20 g/l
Cat. A/h, limit value 2010: 30 g/l

Possible coloring:
Shake the colorant pot before use.
Pour the colorant (and the Glitter Additive if required) into the MY2
as indicated on the color chart. Stir until you obtain a perfect
homogenization.
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